Abstract-The consensus problem for second-order multiagent systems with absolute velocity damping under directed topologies is investigated. In contrast to the existing results, which rely on a sufficiently large common absolute velocity damping gain above a lower bound dependent on global information, this paper focuses on novel algorithms to overcome this limitation. A novel consensus algorithm, where different agents use different absolute velocity damping gains, is first proposed. In the absence of delays, based on a system transformation method, the consensus problem for second-order multiagent systems is converted into that for first-order multiagent systems with the agent number doubled. Necessary and sufficient conditions are then derived under directed topologies by relating the topologies associated with the doubled number of agents and the original team of agents. In the presence of multiple constant delays, based on a further system transformation method, the consensus problem for second-order multiagent systems is converted into the stability problem for corresponding systems. Necessary and sufficient conditions are presented to guarantee consensus under a directed fixed topology. For systems with a uniform constant delay, more concrete necessary and sufficient conditions on how large the delay can be to guarantee consensus is given. Numerical simulations are provided to illustrate the effectiveness of the obtained theoretical results.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
N THE past decade, network control problems for multiagent systems have drawn much attention from researchers in different communities [1] - [5] . One of the fundamental problems is the consensus problem. Consensus means that all agents reach an agreement on certain quantities of interest by using local interaction. The consensus problem for first-order multiagent systems has been extensively investigated from different perspectives [6] - [17] . Among these works, the issues of switching topologies, state estimation, asynchronous updates, information transmission with delays, quantized data, constrained values, and event-triggered control have been considered due to the complexities of the networks. Taking into account the fact that high-order dynamics can better model complex systems, the consensus problem for secondorder systems has been investigated in [18] - [30] . A consensus algorithm using absolute velocity damping and a consensus algorithm using relative velocity damping were proposed in [18] and [19] , respectively. It should be noted that in both above algorithms, an identical feedback gain on the velocities was used. Moreover, in order to reach consensus under directed topologies, the velocity damping gain must satisfy certain conditions dependent on the spectrum of the Laplacian matrix, which is global information. Such global gain dependency actually conflicts with the distributed control idea for multiagent systems. To overcome this limitation and design a fully distributed algorithm, an adaptive control method was utilized in [29] and [31] - [33] to investigate consensus of secondorder and general multiagent systems, respectively. But their analyses were only effective for systems under an undirected fixed topology. In [34] , an adaptive algorithm was proposed and analyzed for second-order multiagent systems under a directed fixed topology. However, the derived conditions were only sufficient but not necessary. In addition, delays were not considered in [29] and [31] - [34] . In practical systems, delays exist ubiquitously due to actuation, control, communication, and computation. Since the delays may degrade a system's performance or even destroy a system's stability, the corresponding problems have been extensively investigated in the literature. When the delays are constants, the frequencydomain approach was used to give the consensus conditions [6] , [12] , [35] . When the delays are time-varying, the time-domain approach was used to give sufficient consensus 2168-2267 c 2016 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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conditions [11] , [13] , [20] , [21] , [23] , [25] . Specially, when there is only a constant delay, necessary and sufficient consensus conditions were given in [6] and [22] . When the delays are assumed to only affect the off-diagonal terms in the differential equation, [7] and [10] proved that consensus results were robust with respect to arbitrary delays. Moreover, some network control problems based on sampled data can be solved by virtue of delay methods [36] , [37] . In this paper, inspired by the aforementioned works, we investigate the consensus problem for second-order multiagent systems under directed topologies without global gain dependency and derive necessary and sufficient conditions for systems without and with delays. A novel consensus algorithm, where different agents use different absolute velocity damping gains, is first proposed. In the absence of delays, based on a system transformation method, we convert the consensus problem for second-order multiagent systems into that for first-order multiagent systems with the agent number doubled. Necessary and sufficient conditions are then derived under directed topologies by relating the topologies associated with the doubled number of agents and the original team of agents. In the presence of multiple constant delays, based on a further system transformation method, the consensus problem for second-order multiagent systems is converted into the stability problem for corresponding systems. Necessary and sufficient conditions are presented to guarantee consensus under a directed fixed topology. Note that, for analysis convenience, the existing consensus algorithms in the literature usually use relative position information with delays and absolute velocity information without delays [20] , [21] , [23] , [25] . In this paper, both relative position and absolute velocity information with delays are used, which might be more accord with certain scenarios in reality. For systems with a uniform constant delay, another consensus algorithm is proposed and consensus of the corresponding closed-loop systems is analyzed. An explicit expression on how large the delay can be to guarantee consensus is given. This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, some basic concepts on graph theory are introduced and the model is formulated. In Section III, the consensus problem for secondorder multiagent systems without global gain dependency in the absence and presence of delays is investigated. Numerical simulations and conclusion are given in Sections IV and V, respectively.
The following notations are used throughout this paper. I n = {1, . . . , n} is an index set. 0 n and 1 n denote the n × 1 column vectors of all zeros and all ones, respectively. 0 is a square zero matrix with proper order. Let I n be the n × n identity matrix. diag{λ 1 , . . . , λ n } defines a diagonal matrix with diagonal entries λ 1 , . . . , λ n .
II. PRELIMINARIES
Assume that the multiagent system under consideration consists of n agents. A weighted directed graph (digraph) G = (V, E , A) can be used to model the interaction topology among these agents, where V = {v 1 , . . . , v n } is the vertex set, E ⊆ V × V is the edge set, and A = [a ij ] ∈ R n×n is the weighted adjacency matrix satisfying a ij > 0 if (v i , v j ) ∈ E , while a ij = 0, otherwise. Here, we assume that
A directed path from v j to v i is a finite ordered sequence of distinct edges of G with the form
A digraph contains a directed spanning tree if there exists a vertex called the root vertex such that there exists a directed path from it to every other vertex.
The dynamics of the multiagent system is described aṡ
where x i and v i ∈ R N are the position and velocity vector of agent i, respectively, and u i is the control input. In the following, for notational simplicity, we only consider the case N = 1. 
III. CONSENSUS UNDER DIRECTED TOPOLOGIES WITHOUT GLOBAL GAIN DEPENDENCY
A. Systems Without Delays
When there are no delays, the following consensus algorithm is proposed for (1):
where a ij (t), i, j ∈ I n , is the (i, j) entry of the weighted adjacency matrix A at time t, and k i > 0. In the following, we will show that by using (2), each agent uses its own velocity damping gain and there is no need for all the agents to share a common gain whose lower bound depends on global information (eigenvalues of the Laplacian matrix) to ensure consensus as in the existing literature, where second-order multiagent systems were considered. Next, we will show that through the novel design (2), the resulting closed-loop system (1) can be transformed to a new system, where the conclusions for consensus of first-order systems can be applied by exploiting the relationship between topologies.
. . , y n ) T . It follows from (1) and (2) that:
whereL
with K = diag{k 1 , . . . , k n }, and A(t) and D(t) being the adjacency matrix and degree matrix of G(t), respectively.
Obviously, all the off-diagonal entries ofL(t) are nonpositive and the sum of its each row is zero, which implies that L(t) can be regarded as the Laplacian matrix of a digraphḠ(t) with vertex set V ∪ V and V = {v 1 , . . . , v n }. By the form of L(t), the following properties hold.
3) There are no edges between any two vertices belonging to V or V . Then, the following lemma can be obtained. Lemma 1: The digraphḠ contains a directed spanning tree if and only if the corresponding digraph G contains a directed spanning tree.
Proof: The conclusion can be drawn by proving the necessity and sufficiency, respectively.
Necessity: Assume that v k ∈ V is the root vertex of a directed spanning tree ofḠ. It means that for each v j ∈ V \{v k }, there exists a directed path from v k to v j inḠ. Once an edge connecting a vertex in V and a vertex in V is contained in this path, by properties 1) and 2), its two terminal vertices can be combined as the corresponding vertex in V to get a directed path from v k to v j in G. So, G contains a directed spanning tree. If v k ∈ V is the root vertex, properties 1) and 3) imply that v k is the first and the only one vertex through which v k can reach the other vertices, which implies that there is a directed path from v k to any other vertex v j in G.
Sufficiency: Suppose that v k ∈ V is the root vertex of a directed spanning tree of G, which means, for any
By properties 1) and 2), the path
Obviously, the path includes a directed path from v k to v j inḠ. Together with (v k , v k ) ∈ E (Ḡ), it follows that there is a directed spanning tree ofḠ with v k being the root vertex.
By the definition of consensus, a direct conclusion is that system (1) using (2) achieves consensus asymptotically if and only if system (3) achieves consensus asymptotically. Now, we can give the main results on consensus of system (1) using algorithm (2) . When the interaction topology is fixed, let p T be a non-negative left eigenvector of L associated with the zero eigenvalue. It is easy to verify that Theorem 1: Consider a system with a fixed topology described by a digraph G. System (1) using (2) achieves consensus asymptotically if and only if G contains a directed spanning tree. Moreover, the final convergence position state
, where ξ is defined in (3) and p l is defined as above.
Remark 1: In the literature, the consensus algorithm
, was proposed for (1) (see [18] ). Reference [38, Th. 4.4] showed that, under a fixed topology containing a directed spanning tree, system (1) using the above algorithm achieves consensus if and only if
of eigenvalues of L. Note that global information about the interaction digraph is needed to determine the lower bound for k, which is not consistent with the distributed-design principle. Here, in our novel design, the velocity damping gains for all the agents are not required to be identical and have a lower bound dependent on global information. Remark 2: Based on [8, Th. 3.12] , consensus of (1) using (2) can be achieved asymptotically under dynamically changing interaction topologies if the union of the collection of interaction graphs across some time intervals has a directed spanning tree frequently enough. Furthermore, if the union of the graphs after some finite time does not have a directed spanning tree, then consensus cannot be achieved asymptotically. Since the conclusions are direct, we omit them.
B. Systems With Multiple Constant Delays
In practical systems, information delays exist ubiquitously due to different factors. Generally, delays can be categorized as communication delays and control input delays. When there exist multiple constant delays, we propose the following consensus algorithm corresponding to (2):
where τ ij , i, j ∈ I n , is the delay and k i > 0. Obviously, all the delays belong to a finite number set
It should be emphasized that the outdated position x i (t −τ ij ) and velocity v i (t − τ ij ) in the consensus algorithm (4) are purposely designed for analysis convenience. Note that x i and v i are agent i's own position and velocity which can be measured by the agent itself without communication involved. While each agent has its own current position and velocity measurements x i (t) and v i (t), we purposely use the outdated position x i (t−τ ij ) and velocity v i (t−τ ij ). On the other hand, the term v i (t − τ ii ) is introduced to include more general cases as explained in the following. When there exist communication delays, each agent will receive delayed information from its neighbors. In addition, there could exist input delays caused by the delay between the time when an agent's controller sends out a command and the time when the actuator executes this command. In this paper, we assume that the data are timestamped. Hence, both the communication and input delays are detectable. The algorithm (4) can represent different scenarios. For example, one scenario can be the case with both communication and input delays. In particular, τ ii can denote the input delay while τ ij can represent the combination of both communication and input delays. Based on the detected τ ij , we retrieve and use the outdated position x i (t − τ ij ) and velocity v i (t − τ ij ).
Note that τ ii does not mean that agent i itself has a communication delay. We just use this symbol in order to give a uniform expression with τ ij . Another scenario can be the case with only communication delays. In particular, τ ij can represent the communication delays. In this case, τ ii can be chosen as zero.
Remark 3: For analysis convenience, the existing consensus algorithms in the literature, such as [20] , [21] , [23] , and [25] usually use relative position information with delays and absolute velocity information without delays. When there exist input delays, such a disposal is unreasonable. The delayed information v i (t − τ ii ) can be used to take into account the possible case with input delays. To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first one to use both relative position and absolute velocity information with delays in the consensus algorithm.
Define
where σ : [0, +∞) → I N is a switching signal describing which digraph is active at time t. It is easy to see that
The resulting closed-loop system (1) and (4) can be expressed aṡ
where ξ is defined as in (3),K andĀ k,σ are defined as
where K is defined as in (3) and k = diag{λ
One might think, with the transformation (5), the existing results in the literature for first-order systems with delays can be resorted to solve the consensus problem of system (1) using (4) as in Section III-A. But actually this is not the case due to the structure of the second-order dynamics, where there is inherently no delay in the first equation of (1). Note that (5) describes a system composed of 2n agents. The form of (5) indicates that the first n agents utilize their neighbor agents' current information rather than information with delays. So, results about first-order systems with delays cannot be directly used here.
Denote
The following proposition shows the relationship between systems (5) and (6) .
Proposition 1: System (5) achieves consensus asymptotically if and only if the zero solution of system (6) is asymptotically stable.
Proof: The sufficiency is direct. Next, we prove the necessity by contradiction. Suppose on the contrary that there exist a solutionη of (6) 
where e j ∈ R 2n is the normal unit vector with the jth entry being 1, j ∈ I 2n . Letξ 1 be the solution of differential equatioṅ
Setξ i+1 =ξ 1 −η i , i ∈ I 2n−1 . Then, we havė
which conflicts with the presupposition that (5) achieves consensus asymptotically.
Remark 4: The above discussion is also applicable to the case of multiple time-varying delays. Once the transformation (5) and the equivalence relationship between (5) and (6) are completed, other methods, such as Lyapunov methods and the theory of linear matrix inequalities, can be used for further analysis. The obtained conditions for consensus are often only sufficient but not necessary. Here, we only focus on constant delays in order to obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for consensus by utilizing the matrix analysis theory.
Next, we investigate how the delays influence the achievement of consensus for system (1) using (4) . With the same reason as in Remark 4, we only consider the case of a fixed topology. The case of switching topologies will be our future work. The following lemmas are needed.
Lemma 2 [39] : For a system with multiple constant delayṡ
its characteristic equation is defined as h(λ) = det(λI − A − m k=1 B k e −λτ k ) = 0. Then, the zero solution of (7) is asymptotically stable if and only if all the roots of its characteristic equation only have negative real parts.
Lemma 3 [22] : Consider the exponential polynomial Theorem 2: When the delays are all constants, consensus of system (1) using (4) with a fixed topology can be achieved if and only if the following equation, which can be named as the characteristic equation of (1) and (4):
only contains a zero root and all the other roots have negative real parts. Moreover, the above condition is equivalent to that
only has roots with negative real parts. Proof: It is easy to see that system (1) using (4) achieves consensus asymptotically if and only if system (5) achieves consensus asymptotically. Let S ∈ R 2n×2n be defined as S = [ e 1 , E T ] T , where e 1 = [1 0 · · · 0] T , and E is defined as in (6) . It can be verified that S = S −1 . Then, using F defined as in (6), we have
where l 1 and m k1 are the first rows ofK andĀ k , respectively. It follows that (8) only contains a zero root and all the other roots have negative real parts if and only if all the roots of (9) only have negative real parts. By Lemma 2, together with Proposition 1, the conclusions hold. Note that when the fixed topology contains a directed spanning tree and all τ k , k ∈ I m , are zeros, all the roots of (9) only have negative real parts, which can be deduced from Proposition 1 and Theorem 1. That means all the roots of (9) locate in the open left half complex plane when the fixed topology contains a directed spanning tree and all τ k , k ∈ I m , are zeros. Lemma 3, together with the continuity of the roots of (9) with respect to the delays, implies that when the fixed topology contains a directed spanning tree and all τ k , k ∈ I m , are small enough, the solvability of (9) in the sense that it only has roots with negative real parts can be obtained. The proof is complete.
C. Systems With Uniform Constant Delay
In Theorem 2, though necessary and sufficient conditions are given to guarantee consensus of system (1) with delays, it is not explicitly shown how large the delays can be.
Next, we further consider the case when system (1) contains a uniform constant delay. A consensus algorithm derived from (4) is employed
where γ ≥ 2. Note that algorithm (10) can represent the case where there exists only a constant input delay τ . The algorithm (10) can also represent the case where there exists only a constant communication delay τ resulting in x j (t − τ ) while we purposely introduce the outdated x i (t − τ ) and v i (t − τ ). Comparing algorithm (10) with algorithm (4), it is not hard to see that (10) can be regarded as a special case of (4). Specifically, the weight (a ij / j∈N i a ij ) in (10) corresponds to the weight a ij in (4). So, under the design of (10), the velocity damping gain (4) where ξ is defined as in (3),Ī andĀ are defined, respectively, as
Through a determinant equivalent transformation, we have
Then, by Theorem 2, (10) solves consensus of (1) 
Lemma 4: Suppose that the interaction topology contains a directed spanning tree. Then, g(λ) = 0 has at least one purely imaginary root if and only if τ ∈ {π/(2γ )
where ω i2 is the positive root of the following (13) , and a i is the real part of μ i , 2 ≤ i ≤ n.
Necessity:
It is not hard to get that ω 1 = ±γ , sin(γ τ ) = 1, and cos(γ τ ) = 0, which implies τ ∈ {π/(2γ )
Separating the real and imaginary parts of the above equality yields
Solving (11), we have
By adding the squares of the corresponding sides of the two equalities in (12), we have
It in turn can deduce that (12) is equivalent to
Note that the diagonal entry ofL is either 0 or 1. By [6, Th. 2], it is not hard to get that μ i satisfies μ i ∈ {z ∈ C : |z − 1| ≤ 1}, which is equivalent to
So, the relationship between the curve of the quartic polynomial in the left side of (13) and that of the quadratic polynomial in the right side of (13) in the plane can be illustrated by Fig. 1, where ω i1 and ω i2 are two real roots with opposite signs of (13) . Since ω i1 < −(b i /γ ) < ω i2 , it follows that γ ω i1 + b i < 0 and γ ω i2 + b i > 0 no matter b i is positive or negative. By (14) , when ω i = ω i1 , sin(−ω i1 τ ) and cos(−ω i1 τ ) are both positive, Fig. 1 . Relationship between the curves of two polynomials in (13) .
Since a i ± b i are two eigenvalues ofL, by Fig. 1 , there exists an integer s, 2 ≤ s ≤ n, such that μ s = a s +b s i with a s = a i and b s = −b i , and
implies that the conclusion of Lemma 4 holds.
Sufficiency: When τ ∈ , we have at least one of the equations g i (λ) = 0, i ∈ I n , has a imaginary root from the above proof. So, the conclusion holds.
Remark 5: From the proof of Lemma 4, it is not hard to get that − arcsin [(
). So, the set has an equivalent form which can be described by arcsine function, that is,
where ω i2 is the positive root of (13) , and b i is the imaginary part of μ i , 2 ≤ i ≤ n. Lemma 5: Assume that the interaction topology is fixed and contains a directed spanning tree. When λ satisfies 
Deriving the two sides of g i (λ) = 0 with respect to τ , we have 2λ
To prove that ω 3 i2 (2ω i2 − γ sin(ω i2 τ 0 )) > 0, we utilize the geometric property in Fig. 1 . It is not hard to see that ω i2 will move to the right when −b i /γ moves to the left, which implies that ω i2 will increase when b i increases. Hence, (dω i2 /db i ) ≥ 0. Since ω i2 satisfies (13) , deriving the two sides of (13) with respect to b i , we have
The proof is complete. Then, we have the following theorem. Theorem 3: Assume that the interaction topology is fixed and contains a directed spanning tree. Then, system (1) using (10) achieves consensus asymptotically if and only if the delay τ satisfies 0 ≤ τ < τ * , where τ * = min{π/(2γ ), min 2≤i≤n {(1/ω i2 ) arccos(a i /ω 2 i2 )}}, where ω i2 is the positive root of (13) and a i is the real part of μ i , 2 ≤ i ≤ n.
Proof: Since the interaction topology is fixed and contains a directed spanning tree, by Theorem 1, system (1) using (10) achieves consensus asymptotically when τ = 0. Hence, Theorem 2 implies that all the roots of g(λ) = 0 have negative real parts when τ = 0. By Lemma 4, g(λ) = 0 has at least one purely imaginary root if and only if τ = τ * . Together with Lemma 3, it follows that all the roots of g(λ) = 0 have negative real parts when 0 ≤ τ < τ * . By Lemma 5, g(λ) = 0 has at least one root with positive real part when τ > τ * . Thus, by Theorem 2, the conclusion holds.
Remark 6: In Theorem 3, the eigenvalues ofL have been used, which are global information. When the interaction topology is undirected and connected, it is obvious that all the eigenvalue ofL are all non-negative real numbers. Then, (13) becomes
A direct calculation gets that the positive root of (15) is which implies that h(a i ) is strictly decreasing with respect to a i . Hence,
, where a n is the largest eigenvalue ofL. Then, τ * = min{π/(2γ ), (1/ √ κ n ) arccos(a n /κ n )}. From the proof of Lemma 4, we know that 0 < a i ≤ 2, 2 ≤ i ≤ n. So, an effective way which can avoid the global information ofL is to choose a n = 2. But this is a conservative choice because the resulting upper bound of feasible delay τ * may not be a necessary one.
IV. SIMULATIONS
In this section, we give some numerical simulations to illustrate the effectiveness of the obtained theoretical results. The considered system consists of six agents. Fig. 2 shows the all the agents, which are consistent with the conclusion of Theorem 1.
Example 2: In this example, algorithm (10) is adopted, where there exists a constant delay τ . For simplicity, let γ = 2. Through a direct calculation using Theorem 3, system (1) using (10) 
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have investigated the consensus problem for second-order multiagent systems under directed topologies without global gain dependency. Compared with the existing consensus algorithms in the literature, our algorithms are more accord with certain scenarios in reality. Specifically, for systems without delays, the proposed algorithm uses different absolute velocity damping gains for different agents. For systems with multiple constant delays, the proposed algorithm uses both relative position and absolute velocity information with delays. Necessary and sufficient conditions are presented to guarantee that multiagent systems achieve consensus.
For systems with a uniform constant delay, a special consensus algorithm is proposed and a more concrete expression on how large the delay can be to guarantee consensus has been given. To investigate the consensus problem for multiagent systems with time-varying delays under switching topologies will be our future work. Moreover, the global information has been used in Theorems 2 and 3. How to overcome this drawback will also be our future work. He is currently a Full Time Associate Professor of Mathematics and Statistics with Qingdao University, Qingdao, China. His current research interests include multiagent systems and networked control systems.
